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Abstract 11 

This technical note deals with a question of importance for regionalization methods based on spatial 12 

proximity. These methods transfer hydrological information (typically calibrated parameter sets) from 13 

neighbor gaged stations to the target ungaged stations. The robustness of these regionalization 14 

methods (i.e., how their performance degrades when the hydrometric network becomes sparser) must 15 

be assessed. Here, we evaluate and compare two options for assessing this robustness: the random 16 

hydrometrical reduction (HRand) method, which consists in sub-sampling the existing gaging network 17 

around the target ungaged station, and the hydrometrical desert method (HDes), which consists in 18 

ignoring the closest gaged stations. Our tests show that the HDes method is a more conservative 19 

testing method than the HRand method. 20 
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1. Why is it important to assess the sensitivity of regionalization 26 

methods to the density of the hydrometric network? 27 

Hydrological models with parameters that cannot be directly derived from physical catchment 28 

characteristics require calibration for parameter identification. Calibration is mostly based on observed 29 

flow series. Therefore, ungaged catchments, where no observed runoff data are available, require 30 

specific treatment. Much work has been done since the 1970s to handle the absence of runoff data 31 

(see e.g. James (1972); Magette et al. (1976)), and the corresponding approaches are usually referred 32 

to as regionalization approaches (Gottschalk et al., 1979). Recent advances on regionalization within 33 

the framework of the IAHS Prediction on Ungauged Basin (PUB) decade have been reviewed by 34 

Hrachowitz et al. (2013), showing how information can be transferred from gaged to ungaged 35 

catchments.  36 

Among the commonly used regionalization approaches, some use the principle of physical similarity, 37 

based on the hypothesis that basins with similar physical characteristics have hydrologically similar 38 

responses (see Oudin et al. (2010)). Other approaches use information from the catchment’s spatial 39 

neighborhood, based on the hypothesis that surrounding physical conditions are similar. In this paper, 40 

we will specifically focus on this second type of approach, the efficiency of which strongly depends on 41 

the density of the hydrometric network. 42 

One of the important expected properties for a regionalization method is robustness. Two 43 

regionalization methods could perform very similarly in a data-rich environment and perform much 44 

differently under conditions of more limited data availability: assessing the sensitivity of any 45 

regionalization method to the level of information availability (typically the density of the surrounding 46 

hydrometric network in case of proximity-based approaches) is a good way to avoid disappointments 47 

when comparing academic methods to real-world data (Andréassian et al., 2010). Operational 48 

networks are rarely as dense as we hydrologists wish they were…  49 

Surprisingly, the impact of hydrometric data density on regionalization efficiency does not seem to be 50 

a matter of concern in the literature. We addressed this issue in a previous study on the regionalization 51 

of the Turc-Mezentsev regionalization formula (Lebecherel et al., 2013). Here we would like to defend 52 

the point of view that this sensitivity test is not a mere matter of "hydrological comfort" but rather a 53 

scientific necessity, a kind of essential "crash test" to ensure credibility before practical use 54 

(Andréassian et al., 2009). 55 
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This note explores spatial-proximity-based regionalization methods. It proposes and compares two 56 

methods to evaluate the impact of hydrometric network density on regionalization performance. We 57 

start with a description of the material in section 2: a data set of 609 French catchments, a rainfall-58 

runoff model and a spatial proximity-based regionalization method. Section 3 presents the two 59 

alternative methods to evaluate the robustness of a regionalization method: the hydrometrical random 60 

reduction (HRand) method and the hydrometrical desert method (HDes). Finally, the two methods are 61 

compared. 62 

2. Material 63 

2.1 Catchment set 64 

The two evaluation methods of regionalization robustness were tested on a data set consisting of 609 65 

French catchments (Figure 1), where daily streamflow, rainfall and potential evaporation time series 66 

were available over the 1997–2006 period. These catchments are spread over France and 67 

encompass a variety of climatic conditions (oceanic, Mediterranean, continental).  68 

Potential evaporation (PE) was computed using the Oudin formula (Oudin et al., 2005) and 69 

precipitation data come from a countrywide interpolation(SAFRAN reanalysis)  of rain-gage data 70 

(Quintana-Segui et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010). 71 

 72 

 73 

Figure 1. Location of the 609 French catchments used in this study. 74 

 75 
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Table 1 gives the main characteristics of the data set in terms of catchment area, mean annual 76 

streamflow, precipitation and potential evaporation. 77 

 78 

Table 1. Main characteristics of the data set 79 

Quantiles 0.05 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95 
Area (km²) 33 109 270 833 4515 
Mean annual precipitation, P (mm/yr) 714 863 1003 1209 1688 
Mean annual runoff, Q (mm/yr) 159 272 411 643 1308 
Mean annual potential evaporation, PE (mm/yr) 533 616 655 687 782 

 80 

2.2 Rainfall-runoff model and calibration procedure 81 

The GR4J hydrological model (Perrin et al., 2003), a daily lumped continuous model with four free 82 

parameters, was used. The GR4J model parameters need to be calibrated (on gaged catchments) or 83 

transferred from neighbors (on ungaged catchments). The model has two stores: a production store, 84 

which computes effective rainfall, and a routing store combined with a unit hydrograph for water 85 

transfer. The input model data are rainfall (P) and potential evaporation (PE) data. We use on top of 86 

GR4J, an altitude-distributed snow accounting routine, Cemaneige (Valéry et al., 2014). Here, the two 87 

parameters of the routine are not calibrated and we use regionalized values. 88 

The objective function used for GR4J optimization is a transformation of the Nash and Sutcliffe (1970) 89 

criterion (NS) computed on root square-transformed flows. The transformation proposed by Mathevet 90 

et al. (2006) (C2M) is chosen to compute meaningful mean model performance values over the entire 91 

catchment set and to avoid the bias introduced by highly negative NS values:  92 

𝐶2𝑀 =
𝑁𝑁

2 − 𝑁𝑁
 

Eq. 1 

 

Note that this criterion keeps the same zero reference as the Nash-Sutcliffe criterion (C2M = 0 when 93 

NS = 0), has the same optimum (1 means perfect simulation for both criteria), but yields lower positive 94 

values compared to the NS criterion (e.g., C2M = 0.67 when NS = 0.80). 95 

The model was calibrated on each catchment over the available data using a steepest descent search 96 

algorithm that proved efficient for this model (Edijatno et al., 1999). Hence, for each catchment 97 
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considered ungaged, 608 parameter sets were available as possible donors. Model performance in 98 

calibration will be later used as a reference to evaluate efficiency loss due to regionalization. 99 

Obviously, the evaluation methods could be applied with other rainfall-runoff models, calibration 100 

procedures and objective functions. 101 

2.3 Spatial-proximity-based regionalization method  102 

Since the aim here is not to develop new regionalization methods but only to evaluate them, we used 103 

the existing method proposed by Oudin et al. (2008b). This spatial-proximity approach with the output 104 

averaging pooling option consists in transferring the GR4J parameter sets calibrated at the n closest 105 

neighbor catchments to the target ungaged catchment. Then n daily runoff series are simulated on the 106 

ungaged catchment successively using rainfall and PE data available for this catchment and each 107 

parameter set from the neighboring catchments. The final simulated runoff time series for the ungaged 108 

catchment is computed as the weighted average of the n runoff time series. Here, weights consist in 109 

the inverse squared distance between the ungaged catchment and the gaged catchment:  110 

𝑄𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 𝑐𝑢𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑢𝑢𝑐 =
∑ �𝑄𝜃𝜃 × 1

𝑑𝜃2
�𝑢

𝜃=1

∑ 1
𝑑𝜃2

𝑢
𝜃=1

 
Eq. 2 

 

with 𝑄𝜃𝜃 the runoff of the ungaged catchment simulated with the parameter set 𝜃𝜃   of the neighboring 111 

catchment i and 𝑑𝜃 the distance between the ungaged and the neighboring catchment i. 112 

McIntyre et al. (2005) and Oudin et al. (2008b) showed that this method is more coherent than the 113 

parameter averaging method since it transfers whole parameter sets from the gaged to the ungaged 114 

catchments.  115 

 116 

Based on preliminary tests, we chose the following modalities of the regionalization method: 117 

• n=10: we limit the parameter transfer to the 10 closest neighbors; 118 

• the distance between catchments combines the distance to the outlet and the distance to the 119 

centroid (necessary to transfer information between catchments of different sizes), the 120 

distance considered in Eq. 2 is thus defined as: 121 

d = 0.2 × doutlet + 0.8 × dcentroid Eq. 3 

• inverse distance weighting based on a squared distance. 122 
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3. Two alternatives for sensitivity analysis of a spatial-proximity-123 

based regionalization method 124 

3.1 Sensitivity analysis based on a random thinning of the hydrometrical 125 

network (HRand)  126 

The random hydrometrical reduction (HRand) method consists in randomly removing 10%, 20%, 127 

30%,…, 90% of the available hydrological network. The number of donor catchments remains the 128 

same (10), but they are located on average further from the receiver catchment (though the sampling 129 

may keep close neighbors).  130 

The thinning procedure proceeds as follows: for each receiver catchment, the neighboring catchments 131 

are ranked from the closest to the most distant. For each neighboring catchment, a number x between 132 

0 and 1 is drawn randomly and a threshold of acceptance xthresh is considered: if x is larger than the 133 

threshold, the neighboring catchment is not used for regionalization. The sensitivity analysis starts with 134 

the full network (xthresh=1) and moves progressively to a reduced network corresponding to 90% 135 

(xthresh=0.9), 80%, … and 10% (xthresh=0.1) of the initial network. The selection always yields the 10 136 

closest catchments among the remaining donors, but for the reduced network, these donors are 137 

located farther on average than for the complete network. The random drawing was done once per 138 

catchment. Since the number of catchments is large, we believe that this does not preclude obtaining 139 

robust results. 140 

This method aims at randomly thinning the network of donor catchments. Figure 2 illustrates an 141 

example of the impact of network thinning on the selection of neighboring catchments. It shows that 142 

although the neighboring catchments are located farther away on average as the thinning becomes 143 

stronger, some close neighbors can still remain in the selection, even at high thinning rates.  144 
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 145 

Figure 2. Illustration of the selection of neighboring catchments with the full network 146 

(Threshold = 1) and when applying the procedure of random reduction of the hydrometric 147 

network (HRand) for different thinning levels (Thresholds = 0.7, 0.4 and 0.1). In red, the 148 

ungaged (receiver) catchment, in black the selected neighboring (donor) catchments, and in 149 

grey the complete set of neighboring catchments. ave.dist is the average distance of the 10 150 

donor catchments. 151 

3.2 Sensitivity analysis based on the hydrometrical desert (HDes) method 152 

The hydrometrical desert method (HDes) first proposed by Boldetti (2012) consists in progressively 153 

excluding the closest donor catchments: the parameters are transferred from neighbors that are 154 

increasingly distant from the ungaged target catchment by setting a lower limit below which neighbors 155 

are ignored (Figure 3). Here, we propose a test to analyze the sensitivity of the regionalization method 156 
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when information has to be transferred from progressively farther distances: we tested the following 157 

threshold distances: 0 (no distance limit), 10, 20, 30, …, 100, 150 and 200 km.  158 

To measure the potential impact of such exclusion thresholds, we can compare them to the 159 

distribution of distances of the ten closest catchments for the 609 catchments of the dataset. Figure 4 160 

shows that quantiles 10% and 90% of this distribution are of the order of 20 and 50 km, and the 161 

minimum value is around 15 km. It confirms the relatively high density of the French hydrometrical 162 

network. Then, the choice of the threshold distances for the nearest neighbor will clearly impact the 163 

choice of donor catchments. 164 

 165 

Figure 3. Illustration of the selection of neighboring catchments with the full network (distance 166 

= 0 km) and when applying the procedure of the hydrometrical desert (HDes) method for 167 

different limit distances (40, 70, 100 km). In red, the ungaged (receiver) catchment, in black the 168 

selected neighboring (donor) catchments, and in grey the complete set of neighboring 169 

catchments. ave.dist is the average distance of the 10 donor catchments. 170 
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 171 
Figure 4. Distribution of the average distance of the 10 closest donors, for the 609 catchments. 172 

3.3 Comparison of the two sensitivity analysis methods 173 

The two sensitivity approaches HRand and HDes were applied to the regionalization of the GR4J 174 

model on the 609 catchments. Each catchment was successively considered ungauged. The 175 

regionalization approach was applied in each case, and model performance was evaluated using the 176 

C2M criterion. Figure 5 shows the performance distributions over the full catchment sample. As 177 

expected, the performance of the regionalized model, even with the full donor catchment set, is much 178 

lower than the calibrated model (see Oudin et al., 2008a). 179 

The most obvious effect of applying the two sensitivity analysis methods is a clear decreasing trend in 180 

the efficiency of regionalization. The second important result is that the hydrometrical desert method 181 

(HDes) provides a more abrupt decrease than the random thinning (HRand) method.  182 

The reason seems to lie in the fact that the HRand method allows situations where the first donor is 183 

quite close to the receiver (and potentially more similar and a better donor), as we can see in Figure 6. 184 

Because it forces the exclusion of the closest donors, the hydrological desert appears more 185 
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conservative.186 

 187 

Figure 5. Distributions of performance of the calibrated and regionalized GR4J model on the 188 

609 catchments, showing the impact of the two methods of robustness evaluation (a: random 189 

hydrometrical reduction method - HRand; b: the hydrometrical desert method - HDes). 190 

Calibration results (left) are used as a reference. Boxplots show the 10, 25, 50, 75 and 90 191 

percentiles of the distribution from bottom to top. Mean performance is indicated by a dot and 192 

the corresponding value is shown on top of the graph. 193 

 194 
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 195 

Figure 6. Distributions of the distance of the closest donor catchments for the two methods 196 

used to evaluate robustness of the regionalization method (a: random hydrometrical reduction 197 

method - HRand; b: the hydrometrical desert method - HDes). Boxplots show the 10, 25, 50, 75 198 

and 90 percentiles of the distribution from bottom to top. Mean performance or mean distance 199 

is indicated by a dot and the corresponding value is shown on top of graphs a and b 200 

respectively. 201 

 202 

However, the comparison between the two methods seems is not straightforward due to different x-203 

axis. To make HRand and HDes methods comparable despite the different units (network reduction 204 

rate for HRand and limit distance of closest neighbors for HDes), we had to find a common x-axis for 205 
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both methods. We chose to take as common denominator the evolution of the average distance of the 206 

10 donor catchments, which can be obtained for both methods. Then, we can take as a new x-axis 207 

(common to both methods) the average distance of 10 donor catchments. This will be associated with 208 

the values of the network reduction rate for HRand, and the limit distance of donor catchments for 209 

HDes. These results are presented in Figure 7. Thus, we can confirm with these graphics what was 210 

noted above. Actually, we observe a loss of performance, a little more abrupt for HDes method than 211 

for HRand method, particularly for the lowest average distances of the ten donors. 212 

 213 

Figure 7. Distributions of performance of the regionalized GR4J model on the 609 catchments, 214 
according to the average distance of the 10 donor catchments for the two methods of 215 
robustness evaluation (a: random hydrometrical reduction method - HRand; b: the 216 
hydrometrical desert method - HDes). Corresponding values of network reduction rate for 217 
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HRand method and corresponding values of limit distance for HDes method are indicated on 218 
top of the graphs. Boxplots show the 10, 25, 50, 75 and 90 percentiles of the distribution from 219 
bottom to top.  220 

4. Conclusion 221 

In this note, we proposed and compared two robustness evaluation methods: the random thinning 222 

method (HRand) and the hydrometrical desert method (HDes). Although both methods allow analyzing 223 

the sensitivity of regionalization methods to decreasing hydrometric data availability, we observe that 224 

the HDes method is the most conservative, since it produces the fastest decrease in model efficiency. 225 

From a hydrological "crash test" perspective, as discussed by Andréassian et al. (2009), we would 226 

recommend using the HDes method, which will provide a more realistic (although a more pessimistic 227 

view) of spatial-proximity-based regionalization efficiency. A further reason for this is that, for a 228 

practical application on a given ungaged catchment, it is always easier to compute the distance 229 

between this catchment and its closest neighbor than to assess the regional density of catchments. 230 

Once this distance is known, Figure 5-b can be used to give an indication of the expected value of 231 

GR4J regionalized efficiency, with an uncertainty interval on this expected value. 232 
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